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I have lived down in the Ribbonwood road Boulevard area for 46 years. This area
was always peaceful and quiet country place to live now wind turbines and soon proposed power lines
boulder brush turning this area into a noisy blinking lights, shadow flickers, sound of jets that are constant
when wind turbines are spinning sleepless nights.
I did not buy my house in the city where road noises lights all around people everywhere. No we bought
our ranch home in the country to raise our children how I was raised to live in the country for peace and
quiet.
I suffer from chronic vertigo so I avoid things that could trigger a vertigo episode living with turbines
behind me now you want to put up bigger ones in front of my property what about my quality of life?
Don't let this happen to me my family friends and neighbors. We don't get tax breaks for it we still have
to pay property taxes and no break for Sdg&e this drops our property values that we have our life
savings put into. Our private road is small one way in one way out we are in a major fire zone. I live here
for my health peace and quiet This is all we have don't allow this to happen please. I have videos of
shadow flickers etc. I have shown them to county members before. I never thought for one minute before
owning my peaceful ranch I would have to fight to keep my home quiet and peaceful . I have many more
comments and concerns to address . I'm trying to keep it short . I welcome anyone to contact me if they
would like to do a site visit of what I live daily with the Tule wind turbines.
My address is 2975 ribbonwood road Boulevard
.California . phone 619-755-9413 Pamela Guy
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